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theory, particularly since the general idea of using
"diGerent orbitals for different spins" is by no means
limited to alternant systems.

Jt'tote added in, proof: A numerical investigation oi
the direct exchange of 3d electrons based on the
Heisenberg exchange integral has been reported by
R. Stuart and W. Marshall, Phys. Rev. 120, 353 (196O).
A similar investigation based on the more exact

de6nition of the exchange integral presented here has
been carried out by A. J. Freeman and R. E. Watson
Theory of Direct Exchange ie Ferromagnetism (available
in preprint; to be published).

The two papers on the application of the alternant
molecular orbital method to the linear chain by Pauncz,
de Heer, and LOwdin has now been accepted for
publication in J. Chem. Phys.
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I. INTRODUCTION

&~IJRING the last decade a considerable amount of
work has been reported on the calculation of

molecular diamagnetic susceptibilities and of proton
shielding constants. Although there is not much
resemblance between these two quantities from an
experimental point of view, their calculations show

many points of similarity and it is therefore profitable
to consider the theories of both phenomena simul-

taneously. The theoretical value of a molecular dia-
magnetic susceptibility x may be derived from a study
of the interaction between the electronic motion in the
molecule and a homogeneous magnetic field H, whereas
a theoretical determination of a proton shielding
constant cr involves a calculation of the interaction
between the electronic motion, a homogeneous mag-
netic field H, and an infinitesimally small magnetic
dipole p at the position of the proton. Widely diferent
methods for calculating these interaction terms have
been suggested. The present paper gives a critical
evaluation of the various approaches and investigates
whether there are any connections between them. In
particular we wish to discuss a few questions that are
connected with calculations of x and 0 from gauge
invariant atomic orbitals that were either overlooked
or not satisfactorily answered in previous work.

A necessary condition that has to be imposed on
calculations of molecular magnetic properties is that
they lead to correct, or at least reliable, numerical
results. Therefore it is necessary to study not only the
general theory but also the numerical applications.
However, we do not wish to obscure the main points
of the argument by many tedious numerical calculations,

*Research supported by a grant from the U. S. Army Re-
search Office (Durham) to The Johns Hopkins University.

so that we will take the hydrogen molecule as a basis
of our discussion. This follows the customary trend in
the calculations where each method is usually tested by
applying it to the hydrogen molecule and extended to
more complicated systems only after a satisfactory
result has been obtained for the simple case. At least
a qualitative discussion of the question as to whether
each calculation for hydrogen can easily be extended
to larger molecules is included in this paper.

We discuss the theory of diamagnetic susceptibilities
first. This has the same basic problems as are en-
countered in calculations of 0- but lacks some additional
complications.

The various theories on diamagnetic susceptibilities
and magnetic shielding constants are often subdivided
into three sets, namely (1) those that are derived by
means of perturbation theory, (2) those that are based
on applications of Ritz' variational principle, and (3)
those that make use of additional experimental in-
formation connected with the rotational magnetism
of the molecule. It is shown that a distinction between
the first two sets is artificial because all results may be
derived from variational methods.

First we give a general survey of the various varia-
tional methods, next we investigate some questions that
are connected with calculations from gauge invariant
atomic orbitals, and after that we discuss the connection
between diamagnetic susceptibilities and rotational
magnetism.

II VARIATIONAL METHODS

We are interested in finding the lowest eigenvalue
I'0' of the equation

KopC =EC,
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are known exactly. By means of second-order pertur-
bation theory, it may then be derived that'
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It is instructive to show, before transforming these
two expressions, that they may equally well be derived

by means of a variational treatment. To this end we

expand the function C in terms of the complete set of
eigenfunctions @s of Eq. (4),

The expansion coe8Rcients 2& are necessarily functions
of II and p, . The summation sign is to be read as a
summation over all discrete states and also as an
integration over the continuum states, but in order to
keep the notation simple we do not denote the latter
integration explicitly. Since the functions 4g, form a
complete set, a variational treatment taking the
function C of Eq. (7) as a trial function and varying
all coefficients 3& simultaneously yields the exact
eigenfunctions of BC,n of Eq. (2). This means that the
exact value Eo' is obtained as the smallest root of the
secular equation

I
IIi,i Efioil =0-

(g)
IIgi ——(eilsc., Ie"i).

' J. H. Van Vleck, Theory of Irleclric and Magnelzc SNscePli
bililzes (Oxford University Press, New York, 1952) p. 275.

is the Hamilton operator of an X-electron system, V is
the potential energy function, and A; is the vector
potential acting on electron j.Let us now define

A =-', HXr; A,"=r.;—'(p)(r. ;), (3)

where H is a homogeneous magnetic field, p is an
infinitesimally small dipole at the position of proton
a, r, denotes the position of electron j, and r; denotes
the position of electron j with respect to proton a.
Substitution of A, =A, ' or of A, =A +A;" into Eq. (2)
then leads to the calculation of x or cT, respectively.

In most calculations it is assumed that all eigenvalues
E& and corresponding eigenfunctions 0'& of the equation

op +lc FIc+Ic

It is impossible to obtain a solution of Eq. (8) in
closed form but fortunately that is not necessary. We
can imagine that Bo' is expanded as a power series in 8
and p, , for a calculation of p we may then break oG the
series after the quadratic terms in H and for calculations
of 0- we may break off after the term containing first
powers in both H and y. Throughout this paper we
restrict the calculations to this part of the series. This
restriction implies that only an approximate value for
Eo' will be obtained, but since the exact values of the
coefficients of the series are determined, the calculation
yields the exact values of x and 0.. Under these circum-
stances it may now easily be found that

+o =IIoo—Po IIooIIio/(Es —Lo),

which leads directly to Eqs. (5) and (6). These two
expressions may be transformed into the well-known
Van Vleck and Ramsay formulas' ' by substituting Eq.
(3) and by averaging over all possible orientations of
the molecule with respect to the magnetic field. If
we define

8 8 )
M, =i P, y, —s, I

and cycl. ,
as; cjy;)

a
L,=i Q; I

y„—s„
I

and cycl. , (10)
r.,—'k as; ay, )

it is easily found that

—7f= (e'L/6mc')&Oplp r'I+o&
—(e'A'L/6m'c') gy (Zk Ep) '—

X(&+pl MI+p&, &+oI Ml+o&), (11)
and also that

o = (e'/3mc')&4'pl+; r„'(r r„)l@p.&
—(e'5'/6m'c') gJ, (Es—Eo) '
XL(&+pIMI+s&, &+sl f I+p))

+(&adolf I+s»&+~IMI+p&)i (»)
If all lengths and energies are expressed in terms of

atomic units these equations become

x=xo[&+ol Zs'rs I+p&—Zs (&s—@p) '
X (&+olMI+a&, &+slMI+o&) j,

=.o{&+oIE;";-'(r .;) I+o&—l Z. (&.—&o)-'

XL(&+ol M I+s&,&+slLI@p&)

+(&+pl &I+s}&+~ IMI +p&)0) (13)

where ufo= —(e'apsL/6mc') and o o
——(e'/3mc'ap) are the

natural units of diamagnetic susceptibility and of
magnetic shielding in molecular calculations. They are
used throughout the rest of this paper. It may be
added that xp= —0.79242 X 10 ' (cgs units) and
&,= &.77504' t0-5.

The variational derivation of Eq. (13) is useful in
investigating the gauge invariance of these expressions.

' N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 77, 567 (195O).
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so that
&kt'= &+k'

I
3C., I

q'('&,

&o'= &oo' —Zk &ok'&ko'/(&k &o)—
(16)

(17)

It follows from the properties of the gauge trans-
formation3 that

where
&+k'I3c., Iq i'&= &+k I3('"'I +i&, (18)

3('., '= Q I

—~,+—{A,'+A;"+grad, p, (r;)} I

+V(rr, rs, . ,r))(). (19)

This implies that in Eqs. (5) and (6) we may replace
A and A;", by A +V,&; and A;"+V;(t;, respectively,
where each function @; is an arbitrary function of the
coordinates x;, y, , s;, and 8 and p. The various func-
tions 4); may all be different. This result was to be
expected from purely physical grounds since p, being
a physical observable, should not depend on the gauge
of the vector potential, but it is more satisfactory to
have proved this point explicitly.

From the gauge invariance of Eq. (5) it is easy to
derive a variational method to calculate x which was
first suggested by Rebane4 who obtained it from a
different approach. Equation (5) may be rewritten as

x=xor&+oI ZJ (AJ')'Iq'o) —
s Zk @k—&o) '

x
I
&q"IZ; {(A,'.i& )+(»"i»')}Iq'o)I'0

Since the functions%'I, form a complete set, the following
expansion is possible:

C exp[(—ie/)4(:) p, y;(r;)$=Qk 8k+k, (14)

where the @;are arbitrary functions of the coordinates

(x;,y;, s,), and also of H and )a. Consequently C may be
expanded as

gk ~k+k

e k' ——ek exp[(ie/kc) P, y, (r;)],
where the O'A,

' form an orthonormal set. It follows again
that the exact value Eo' is obtained as the smallest
root of the secular equation

each term of the infinite series is positive. Consequently

(x/xo) «q' IZ (»')'Iq'o& (22)

for each possible set of functions p;. Equation (22)
becomes an equality only if for this set of @; the
condition

g, {(A,' v,)+(v,"A,')}Iso&=0 (23)

is fulfilled.
This enables us to formulate the following variational

theorem for a calculation of x. If we wish to omit the
infinite series in Eq. (17) and obtain a value of x by
evaluating the first term only, we will obtain the best
possible value of p by minimizing the right-hand side
of Eq. (22) with respect to all P;. This procedure will

yield the correct value for x only if there exists a set
of p; which form a solution of Eq. (23). Rebane has
proved that there exists a solution of Eq. (23) for one-
electron systems, but at this moment nothing is known
about more complicated situations.

It will be clear that the analogy of this variational
theorem for calculations of 0- cannot be proved in this
way and probably does not exist.

A different approach to the calculation of x and 0- is
connected with the use of gauge invariant atomic
orbitals. ' ' Here it is supposed that the eigenfunctions
+k Of X,o(o) [See Eq. (4)j are COnStruCted frOm atamiC
orbitals pI, , where the first subscript denotes the
functional form of the orbital and the second subscript
denotes the corresponding nucleus. We will now write
the vector potential A; as

A;( ) = —,'HX (r;—q)+r.;—'(p)(r. ;),
and subsequently define the functions

q», «) = pk, exp[icy(q —a)/Ac(

~(n)=s(HXu) r.

(24)

(25)

The gauge function p; has been chosen in such a way
as to determine the origin of r; in the formula for the
vector potential and the same gauge is assigned to the
atomic orbitals; hence the name gauge invariant
atomic orbitals (GIAO). It is now possible to obtain
the functions NI, «& from the functions 0 & by replacing
all atomic orbitals q» by p& «':

gk(Q)=@k(pk (o) yak(o) y (o) . . . ) (26)

where
A, '= -', HXr, +v;y;(r;) (21)

Although the 4A, «' are not strictly orthonormal, it
may be shown that the function C may be expanded as

since the operators occurring in the infinite series of
Eq. (20) are all Hermitian.

Both the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(20) and the infinite series are functions of the p;, but
their difference is independent of the (f. ;. Furthermore

' H. A. Kramers, Qguntentheorie des Elektrons Nnd der Strahllng
(Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft, Leipzig, Germany, 1938) p.
270.

'T. K. Rebane, J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 38, 963
(1960).

C =Zk Ckq'k(o) (27)

by expanding the %I,«) as power series in H and by
considering the coefficients of the various powers of H
on the right-hand side of Eq. (27). The energy Eo' is
now obtained again as the smallest root of the secular
equation

(28)
~ H. F. Hameka, Mol, Phys. 1, 203 (1958).' H. F. Hameka, Z. Naturforsch. 14a, 599 (1959).
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H„=&+,~ lx., l~, ),

S~i= (+i "'
I

+i'")= (+~ I +i);
1 iv (

Z I y, +-A,'"
I
+I'(ri, r2, ,r~). (29)

2m~=i 4 c i
Although the O'I, «) are not orthonormal, we have

In former work'~ it was erroneously supposed that
Qi and Q, both vanish identically. ' We investigate this
matter in Sec. IV, where it appears that for the H2
molecule Qi and Q2 give small but non-negligible
contributions to the susceptibility.

Also for a calculation of o- it is convenient to commute
the Hamiltonian and the gauge factors following it,
and subsequently to expand the operator as a power
series in H and p. We write symbolically

so that

S»,——1+0(H2),
H», ——Bi+0(H'),
Sii=0(H) kWl,

Hi, i ——0(H) k/ l, (30)

H» = (+i I &o,o lk&+ (K I
&~i,o I +i&+(+i

I
&~0, i I +i&

+(+.I~i, i[+i&, (34)

where the first and the second subscripts of BC denote
the powers of H and p, respectively, that are contained
in the operators. Then

-H x.e.=(~ol'~ l~o&

-p, (~.-~.)- L(~.l'~. l+.&

x (4'i
I
~0—&o I+o)*+(+i I

i~i
I
+o)*

x(+.I
~0—&o I+o&j. (33)

&O'—Eo= (Hoo —&oSoo)—g, (I-'; Eo) '—
X (SOOH;o SoH00)—(SooHio —SioHoo)* (31)

Let us first discuss the application of this expression
to calculations of x; in that case p may be taken equal
to zero in Eq. (24). One might say now that the special
choice of gauge of A; in combination with the introduc-
tion of the gauge factors of the atomic orbitals form an

approximate solution (or in some cases an exact
solution) of Rebane's Eq. (23). The infinite series in
Eq. (31) is usually smaller and converges more rapidly
than the corresponding series in Eq. (13), so that the
former equation is better adapted for numerical
applications than the latter.

Each quantity H~~ and SI„-~ is independent of q and
may be expressed in a number of integrals involving
atomic orbitals multiplied by gauge factors. It follows
from the properties of the gauge transformation that
in each term the operator and the gauge fa,ctor upon
which it works may be commuted if simultaneously

q is taken as the position of the nucleus corresponding
to the atomic orbital upon which the operator works.
After this exchange we expand the operator as a power
series in H and write symbolically

H~i= (+~ I
~o

I +i&+(+~ I
~~if +i&+(+~ I

~
I

+ &. (32)

The expansion terms are uniquely determined by this
dehnition although we may have a different expansion in
each integral into which HJ, & may be expressed. Equa-
tion (31) may conveniently be rewritten as

x=xo(Qo+Qi+Q2)
—H x.e.=(+.I~.l+.&

—2 (& —&)-(+
I
~ I+o&

x(4, I
inc, [4,)*,

-H x.e.=(~.I~.-E.I~ )
—Z. %.—Eo)-'(+ l~o-& I+ &

x (4i, [Bcp—Eo
I
4o&*,

~=~o(~o+2'i)

»«~o= (+o I
~i i I +o&+(+o[ixoil+o,)

—Zs (~s—&0) '{(A[i&i,0[+0&*

x(4.Iix, ,i[4,)+(4.[ice, ,,[4,)
X (+a

I
fKo, i f +0& l

pH~OI'i= —gi (&a—&0) '{(4afiBCo, i [RO&*

X (+a I ~o,o
—&0

I +0)+(4i,
I
jKo, i[+0)

x(4, foe, ,,—z, f4,&*}. (35)

Also I'& was erroneously supposed to vanish identi-
cally in previous work' '; we investigate the conse-
quences of this in Sec. V.

Both Eq. (13) and Eqs. (33) and (35) are exact
formulas for y and 0-. For practical applications we
have to introduce some approximations. The eigen-
functions 4p and O'I, are not exactly known in general,
so that we have to substitute approximate functions
0'p and 0'Ic. Usually the eigenfunctions 4& are known
less accurately than 4p. The errors that are introduced
in this way are inherent to the approximations in the
wave functions and the discussion of this is beyond
the scope of this paper. We do believe, however, that
the magnitude of these errors has been grossly over-
estimated in the past. ' "

An additional source of error results from the approxi-
mations involved in evaluating the infinite series in
Eqs. (13), (33), and (35). It would be virtually im- '

possible to calculate every term of this series so tha, t
various approximations have been introduced: (i) T'he
energies in the denominators have been replaced by an
estimated average energy, so that the sum could be
transformed into a single term containing only 0'p,
(ii) only a finite number of terms have been taken into
consideration; and (iii) the series has been omitted
a,ltogether. Only the erst of these approximations has

' H. F. Hameka, J. Chem. Phys. 34, 366 (1961).
8 This error was brought to my attention by J. H. Van Vleck

(private communication).' C. A. Coulson, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A54, 51 (1942).
'0 J. V. Bonet and A. V. Bushkovitch, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 2199

(1963}.
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C =Cp+H. 4t—ls e's, (36)

where the C; are functions of the electron coordinates
only. It is possible to obtain approximate values for
Ep, g, and |7 by taking various trial functions for C p,

+~, and +2, each containing a certain number of
parameters, and by minimizing the energy with respect
to the parameters. The gauge of the vector potential
then becomes irrelevant because the parameters
automatically adjust themselves to the most favorable
gauge during the minimizing. A very complete calcu-
lation of p and 0- of the hydrogen molecule was per-
formed by Ishiguro and Koide" along these lines by
substituting James-Coolidge type functions" for the
4,. However, an extension of this method to more
complicated molecules than H2 seems to be practically
impossible.

"L. C. Snyder and R. G. Parr, J.Chem. Phys. 34, 837 (1961).
'2 E. Ishiguro and S. Koide, Phys. Rev. 94, 350 (1954).
"H. M. James and A. S. Coolidge, J. Chem. Phys. 1, 825

(1933).

some claim of reliability, but since it is dificult to
estimate the average energy it can still lead to a large
error.

In various cases the magnitude of the infinite series
has been derived from experimental data on rotational
magnetism; we discuss this in the next section. Apart
from this, only one serious effort to make a detailed
study of the behavior of the infinite series is known.
Snyder and Parr" investigated for the hydrogen atom,
for which an exact calculation can be performed, the
contribution of the various terms of Eq. (13) to the
magnetic susceptibility for a few possible choices of
gauge of the vector potential. Although the infinite
series is zero if the origin of r in the vector potential is
taken as the nucleus, they deliberately made some
unfavorable choices to investigate the behavior of the
infinite series. It was found that a large part of y
resulted from contributions of the continuum and that,
if the infinite series is calculated by taking an average
excitation energy in the denominators, this energy
term may vary as much as by a factor 500 for the
diferent choices of gauge that were considered.

This shows that it is very difficult to make reliable
theoretical estimates of the infinite series in Eq. (13)
for molecules. Therefore it is highly desirable to choose a
favorable gauge for the wave function, so that the
infinite series becomes as small as possible or at least
rapidly converging. This is realized by the procedure
that leads to Eqs. (33) and (35). Also Rebane's varia-
tional method4 seems to offer a promising approach
into that direction but no practical applications of this
procedure have been reported.

Since it seems to be inevitable that use be made of
approximations in the calculations, one might just as
well introduce them at an earlier stage. The ground
state eigenfunction C of 3C,~ may be written as

A special type of variational function was proposed
by Tillieu arid Guy"" namely

C =Os(1+H g), (37)

where for 4'0 some known approximate ground-state
wave function is substituted, whereas g is a simple
linear or quadratic function of the electron coordinates,
the coefficients of which are varied in order to minimize
the energy. The accuracy of this procedure is dificult
to judge at first sight, but the method has given fairly
reliable results in various applications. Das and
Bersohn" have calculated proton magnetic shielding
constants from similar variational functions.

"J.Tillien and J. Guy Compt. rend. 239, 1203 (1954); 239,
1283 (1954); 240, 1402 (1955)."J.Tillieu, thesis, Paris 1957 (unpublished)."T. P. Das and R. Bersohn, Phys. Rev. 104, 849 (1956)."G. C. Wick, Nuovo cimento 10, 118 (1933)."J.H, Van Vleck and A. Frank, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S.
15, 539 (1929).

"G.C. Wick, Phys. Rev. 73, 51 (1948).
2' N. F.Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 78, 699 (1950).
~' R. G. Barnes, P. J. Bray, and N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 94,

893 (1954).
"N. J. Harrick, R. G. Barnes, P. J. Bray, and N. F. Ramsay,

Phys. Rev. 90, 260 (1953).
2' H. G. Kolsky, T. E. Phipps, N. F. Ramsay, and H. B.Silsky,

Phys. Rev. 87, 395 (1952).
2' N. F. Ramsay, Phys. Rev. , 87, 1075 (1952).

III. ROTATIONAL MAGNETISM

It is expected from general physical considerations
that in a rotating molecule there may be a magnetic
moment resulting from the ring currents of the electrons
around the center of gravity. The theory of this phe-
nomenon was worked out by Wick,"who established
a connection between the rotational magnetism and
some earlier work on the diamagnetic susceptibility
by Van Vleck and Frank. "A closely related quantity
is the value of the magnetic field at the position of a
proton in the hydrogen molecule due to the rotational
magnetic dipole, which was also calculated by Wick."
It was shown that this eGect is related to the proton
magnetic shielding constant. "

These two phenomena have become very important
in the theory of diamagnetic susceptibilities and proton
magnetic shielding constants, since it was reported that
reliable experimental information about them may be
obtained from molecular beam experiments " '4

We outline the theory of the rotational magnetism,
following the work of Wick.""The rotational magnetic
dipole p, „may be calculated as the expectation value
of the angular momentum operator M.with respect to a
fixed coordinate system, and the magnetic field H„at
the position of proton u due to this dipole may be
derived from the operator r, s(jxr, ), where j is the
electron current density vector. However, there is an
additional complication in the calculations, which we
investigate for the special case of the hydrogen molecule.
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The Hamil. tonian of the hydrogen molecule consists
of the sum of the four kinetic energy terms of the two
protons and the two electrons, and of the potential
energy. Consequently it is a function of 12 variables,
namely the four sets of Cartesian coordinates of the
protons and of the electrons. It is now profitable to
introduce the following new set of coordinates: the
coordinates X, I", and Z of the center of mass; the
distance R of the two protons; the angles 8 and q,
which denote the orientation of the vector AB connect-
ing the two protons; and the Cartesian coordinates
(gi,qi, i i) and (Po,go, i&) of the electrons with the center
of mass as origin and AB as s axis. The Hamiltonian
may now be rewritten as"

K=BCO(xpl )Z)+%1($1)$1)t1 j $2@12)f2 ' R)

+Xo(R)+R-'3eo(8, q )
+R '3'-4(h n»fi 6 no |o 8 v') (3g)

where Xo is the kinetic energy of the center of mass,
Ki is the Hamiltonian of the electrons for the case where
the nuclei are fixed at distance R, K2 represents the
vibrations of the protons, K3 stands for the rotation of
the molecule, and BC4 is a small correction term that
couples the electronic motion with the rotation which is
usually neglected but is very important in the theory of
rotational magnetism. The term Ko may be separated
and is of no further importance; it will therefore be
omitted.

A reliable approximation to the eigenfunctions of
Eq. (37) may be obtained as follows: First we find the
eigenvalues 8& and eigenfunctions Ii I, of BC&, they will
contain R as a parameter. We substitute this result
into Eq. (37) and assume that the derivatives of F&
with respect to R are negligible as compared to the other
terms. "This enables us to find the eigenfunctions v

and eigenvalues h of BC2, they are to a good approxi-
mation the solutions of the harmonic oscillator equation.
If we finally neglect X4 we obtain the eigenvalues ez
and the eigenfunctions gg, ~ of BC3, the gJ-,~ are the
solutions Fq~~'(cos8)e'~& of the rigid rotator equation.
The approximate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of BC

are thus

E(k,e,J)=Eg+k„+eg,

C (k, ,J,M) =F.(~;,t. ; ~.,~.,t-. ; R) -(R)
XF~~~~ (cos8)e'~& (38a)

If one attempts to evaluate p„and II, from the
function C(k,n,J,M) the result is zero. Clearly it is
too approximate a wave function for this purpose.
From a careful analysis of the various approximations
involved in deriving Eq. (38a), Wick concluded that it
was inadmissable to omit 3C4, whereas the other approxi-
mations are allowed for calculations of p„and II„.The

~'R. de L. Kronig, Band Spectra and 3/molecular Structure,
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1930).

This is inherent with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation:
M. Born and J. R. Oppenheiiner, Ann. Phyeik 84, 457 (1927l.

detailed form of X4 is

PL

K4—— 2imt. —+mto+m„'
MI R' a9

where

1 8
+2m„ i +mr cos8 l, (39))sino 8 p

8 8 8 8 )
mt. —— i

l rli ——1"& +rio —
f& l

and cycl. , (40)
8t ] 8' J 8/2 8'f21

A=
Mg R'

t9 2$
2'am) + Bio

80 sine
(42)

The other terms of Eq. (39) cancel on account of the
radial symmetry of the electronic ground state.

The rotational magnetic moment p„may be calcu-
lated as the expectation value of the angular momentum
operator in a fixed coordinate system with respect to
the function%'(O, J,M). According to Wick'7

p, = (4A'/MpR') Qo (Ep —Eo)—'

X((FolMIF~»(F~IMIFo. ))CJ(J+1)]' (43)

This infinite series is identical with the sum in the
first of the Eqs. (13) if in the latter the gauge is chosen
in such a way that the origins of the r; occurring in the
A,

' are all taken as the center of mass of the molecule.
By taking the expectation value of r, '(jXr,), where

j is the electron current density, Wick" also found

H„= (2A'/Mi R') Pi (E„—Ro)-'

X(((Fol &lFg), (F&l MlFo))
+ ((Fo [

M
l Fi),(Fl

l

I'
l
Fo))}LJ(J+1)]'* (44)

The infinite series here is the same as the sum occurring
in the second Eq. (13) if in the latter the gauge is chosen
in such a way that the origin of the r; is taken as the
point where the magnetic field H„ is calculated, in this
case the proton a.

The connections between Eqs. (43) and (44) and
Eqs. (13) have proved to be very useful for calculations
of p and 0-, since for a specific choice of gauge we may
replace the infinite series by reliable values obtained
from measurements of p„and H„. The first one to use
this connection was Ramsay" in his determination of
0. for the hydrogen molecule. There is no experimental
value available for this quantity, so in this case it is
especially important to obtain a reliable estimate for o.

and where 3fI is the mass of the proton. We may treat
3C4 as a small perturbation, so that to a first approxi-
mation the wave function for the electronic ground
state becomes

@(0JM) =C (0 J' M) —Qi, Q z P~ (&~—&o) '

X(C (k,J,M ) lAle (O,J,M))
XC (k,J,M ), (41)

where
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and it is very useful if one is able to reduce the possible
errors in the theory by making use of experimental
results. For more complicated molecules the experi-
mental data of H„seem to be less reliable than for
hydrogen, so that semi-empirical calculations in which
values of H„are incorporated are less accurate than
for H2.

In the theory of magnetic susceptibilities Weltner"
made use of experimental values of p,„ to derive the
x values for a series of molecules, including hydrogen.

Now that connections have been established between

x and p„, and also between 0 and H„ it is obvious that
there are various possibilities in doing theoretical work.
Apart from performing ab initio calculations of either

x or p, it is possible to perform calculations of x in
which experimental data on p,„are incorporated and
vice versa. In general the theoretical values of p„are
much less reliable than the results for y. This was
already observed in the original paper by Wick,"
which confirmed the results of earlier work by Van
Vleck and Frank, " where it was found that it is
difFicult to make accurate estimates of the infinite
series. Only in a recent paper by Kspe„" who based his
calculations on a model assuming irrotational Row of
the electronic motion, satisfactory values were obtained
for p, „and H„ in the hydrogen molecule.

IV. CALCULATIONS OF y, VfITH GIAO

In Sec. II we discussed the calculation of x and 0.

from molecular wave functions that are constructed
from gauge invariant atomic orbitals (GIAO). In
particular we derived Eq. (33) for x and Eq. (35) for &r

The magnetic susceptibility x was found to be a sum of
three terms: Qp, Q&, and Q&, and similarly the proton
magnetic shielding constant 0. is the difference of Po
and E'j. It was mentioned that in earlier work' the
contributions of Q&, Qs, and I'z were erroneously
supposed to be all zero. ' In the present section we
investigate what are the consequences of this error
for calculations of x, the next section is dedicated to
similar considerations for calculations of 0. In this
paper we consider only the hydrogen molecule; this
does not mean that there is no need to consider more
complicated molecuules, but solely that the consequences
of this omission may be better understood for a simple
system. We will consider more complicated molecules
only after the theory has been put on a satisfactory
basis for hydrogen.

The values obtained for Qp, Qt, and Qs depend on the
particular approximate function +0 that is substituted
into Eq. (33). In the following three subsections we
first consider the case where %0 is a molecular orbital
function suggested by Coulson, " next we substitute
a function that was derived by Wang~ and finally a

"W. Weltner Jr. , J. Chem. Phys. 28, 477 (1958).
2 I. Espe, Phys. Rev. 103, 1254 (1956).
b' C. A. Coulson, Trans. Faraday Soc. BB, 1479 (19&7).
'o S. Wang, Phys. Rev. 31, 579 (1928).

TABLE I. Integrals for Coulson's function.

(h, hb)
(h, ro '~h. )
(hb r~ '—Rsar, '~hb)
(hbr, 'h)
P ~ ' h, )
(hb r,' h, )
(h xz h.)
(hb x' ho)
2(h Sz/Bxz h, )
2(hb sz/sxz h )
(hb r, "Ihb)
(h, x'r, 'rb ' hb)
(hb x'r, 'rb ' hp)
(h, xro zrb ' hb)
(hb x'r, orb~ hb)

0.675 998
1.197 000
0.182 458
0.599 456
2.093 789
2.009 196
0.697 930
0.537 237—0.955 206—0.478 366
0.647 337
0.121 437
0.099 074
0.203 129
0.083 853

function proposed by Rosen. "For both Coulson's and
Wang's functions Qs is equal to zero.

1. Calculations with Coulson's Function

Coulson" proposed the following simple molecular
orbital function for the ground state of the hydrogen
molecule:

where
~o=~o(1)~o(2),

4o()=(2+25') '&/z. ()+/s ())
S=(h. ihb)

h.= (qs/zr)'* exp( —zIr,) zI
= 1.197.

(45)

This approximation, where 0'o is written as a simple
product of one-electron functions, implies the assump-
tion that there exists an eGective Hamiltonian 3CO',

such that
3'-o'4 o= e(4 o, (47)

where eo is the smallest eigenvalue of the operator.
There exist also the higher eigenvalues e~ and corre-
sponding eigenfunctions gb'.

~o'4 b= ebQb

which together with Po form a complete set.
For this particular function 0 o we have

fCt ) 4p) =0

(48)

(49)

where the notation of Eq. (32) is used. Consequently

Qs ——0,

Q.= &+ol~.l+o), (50)

which simplifies the calculation of x considerably.
The contribution of Qo to the susceptibility may now

easily be expressed in terms of the integrals that are
defined and tabulated in Table I:
Q.=(3!~)(1+~)-C(I -I:+I:-I)(II:+II:)

+2(Is'+Ir')II, ']. (51)

"N. Rosen, Phys. Rev. 38, 2099 (1931}.
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The quantity Qi may be expressed in terms of
the operator «' and its solutions ek and gk.

oQ = (2/H')L«oI3Co'- ol~o&
—pk (ok —eo)-'&4k

I
«' —.ol go&

x&4k IRo' —oo I pbo&*j, (52)

where the following notation is used:
(a) The functions pk are derived from the functions

pk by replacing the atomic orbitals by GIAO;

A= 0'ka+ 0'kb

Qk —faggka+ fbPkby

Again, since

&A In(«' —«) I go&= ("—ep) &yk lnl go)

+Qkl~lgo&,
&gpl~nlgo&=2k &gpl~lek&Q lnlgo&, (63)

(H' oQ/4I)=&goI~ lgo&+2 ( —
o)

'

x&gol&leak&Q l&lg &.

Ke may define an average excitation energy e—so

by means of

where

f =expl jey(q —a)/hcj
(54)

fb
——expLiey(tl —b)/hcg.

('b) The operator BCp' is obtained from Xo' by
commuting the latter with each gauge factor f, and fb
following it.

Ke may now write

This definition allows us to rewrite Eq. (64) as

H'xoQi
=&gol~ lgo&+ (go I

~'I go&,

or

(-.—.o)-' Zk &gol&ly»9 kl&lgo)
=2 ("- o) '&gol~l+ &8 Iillg &.

(66)

@o=l(f.+f )to+i(f. f )go-
go ——(2+2S)—a(h.—hb)

(55)
3Rg(II '+H ') I8 Ig

(1—S)+
4H'(1+S)

and consequently,

«' —op
I 0p& =k(f.—fb) («' —«) I go& (56)

n; =eR(H„x; Hy;)/4hc, — (5g)

where R is the distance between the two protons, this
expression may be simplified to

oQ =(4L/H)t:&g I
'(xo' — ) lgo&

XQ"*I («' —o) lg,*&j. (59)

By making use of the following two relations:

&4k*In(«' —sp)
I
go*&= &go I

(«' —ep)nl @k&

= ("—ep) &gp ln

leak)

—
&gp I

~
I e&,

eRA( 8 8 )
A,= I H„H, —

4gggc& "ax; *ay,)
and

&gp In'(&p' —ep) I go&

=pk &gplnlyk&&ykln(«' —.o) lg, &, (61)

we may transform Eq. (59) into

4I- &ek ln(«' —op) I go&&go I
~ I4k&

yogi= (62)
II2 ~1 —~p

If this result is substituted into Eq. (52) we obtain

xoQi=(4L/H')I &gol —', (f.—fb)*-', (f.—fb)(«' —oo) lgo&
—pk (ek —«) '&rtik

I g (fa fb) (3t'-o' ——«) I go)

x&&kl(f fb)(«' «—) Igp)*j —(57)
If we define

where I8', I9', and S are reported in Table I.
The calculation of Qi is straightforward if we can

make a reliable estimate of e—ep. Unfortunately this
is not easy; in order to solve it for this and other cases
let us reconsider Eq. (65). It is always permissible to
define e—ep by means of Eq. (65), but this definition is
meaningful only if certain conditions are fulfilled, the
most important of which is in our case that the terms
of the infinite series are either all positive or all negative.
This requirement is satisfied for the series in Eq. (65).
Fortified by these considerations one might be tempted
to state that the value of c—ep should be taken between
the energies of the lowest antibonding m orbital and
the highest bound state of the molecule, that is 0.504& e
—ep(0.567 a.u. (compare"). However, it may easily be
shown that this type of approach leads to incorrect
results.

Let us imagine that everywhere in Eq. (59) the
function gp is replaced by the function @p, obviously
the right-hand side then becomes identically zero. By
means of the procedure that led to Eq. (67) we then
find

&+o I
~

I +k&(ek I
~

I +p&

&4 I
~nl +o&+2k = 0. (68)

Replacing the energies in the denominators by an
effective average energy e t'p

I see Eq. (65)j, we
obtain

(1+S)+(e' —ep)
—'(Is'+Ig') =0, (69)

which yields t.'—op=0.855 a.u. There is not much doubt
that this value is outside the range of values between

32 G. Herzberg, Spectra of Diatomic Molecules (D. Van Nostrand
Company, Inc. , Princeton, New Jersey, 1950) p. 340.
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EPQi ——0.06195(H,'+H„').

From Eq. (51) it follows that

(75)

H'Qp=5 13333(H '+H ')+4.42184Hao. (76)

Consequently, by combining Eq. (75) and (76):

g,=y„=5.19528xp,' x,=4.42184yp,
y=4.93747go. (77)

The contribution of Qi to the susceptibility is 0.0413yo&

which is 0.8% of the total effect.
%e can take this result as a basis for calculating p„.

Let us calculate the first term of Eq. (13):

X'=Xo&+olri'+rs'I+o&, (78)

taking the origins for both r~ and r2 as the center of
gravity of the molecule. Then

g'=2xp(1+S) PI '+I'+ —(1 S)E g (79)—
or g'= 5.08562xp. Consequently p,

'= z' —+=0.14815+p.

the lowest bonding m state and the highest bound state
of the molecule; the value of e' lies somewhere in the
continuum.

The preceding argument has only a negative value;
it has shown that an obvious way of estimating e is
wrong, but it does not oGer an alternative method of
obtaining a more reliable value of R.

However, there is a diGerent procedure by means of
which we may obtain a reliable estimate for e. Let
us again consider Eq. (59) and let pi and pi be the
eigenfunction and eigenvalue of the lowest antibonding
o- state. Then

&'iIa'(~o' —Pi&I'i& —~b ("—Pi) '&PbIa(~o' —Pi) I&i&

X&y. l
(X'' — )ly &*=0. (70)

Although the function gi is not exactly equal to gp, it
bears a close resemblance to it, so that for an estimate
of an average excitation energy we may assume that

{zola'(&o'—Pi) lgo) —Zb (Pb —Pi) 'Qbl~(~o' —Pi&lgo&

Xgb)a(&o' —Pi) )go&*=0 (71)
and consequently

&go Jurat go)+Zb (pb —pi) '&gol'Itb&

y&ybiAtgo)=0. (72)
If we now define

(pi —pi)-'Zb&gol'I4»&(~ I'lgo&
=(pb —pi) '&gol'lob&&4 l'lgo&, (73)

then
(1—S)+(pi pi) (Io Io)=0, (74)

which makes pi —pi=1.472 a.u. To within a good
approximation we may now take p —Gp=(pi pi)

+(pi —pp) and since ci—op=0.410a.u. (see reference 32),
we obtain e—op=1.882. Substitution of this value into
Eq. (67) yields

TABLE II. Integrals for Wang's and Rosen's functions.

~aa
~ab

t

~ab'
I1
I2
I3
I4
IQ
I8
Ig
I10
Jl
J2
J4
J$
J6
Jv
J8
Jg
I']
E2
K3
K4
E5
L1
L2
L3
L4

M1
3f8
M6

M7
~s
Mg
3f]0
Nl
N2

N4

N6
N7
N8

0,686 S7'7
1.00/ SOS
0.779 704
0.730 514
0.568 552
1.170 000
0.189006
0.599 910
2.191 54k
2.109364—0.912 600—0.467 930
0.643 099
2.231 564
2.369 811
0.738 519
0.643 886—0.916 600

—0.532 528
2.536 685
1.993 258
1.174 273
0.210 323
0.682 923
0.195 216
0.682 620
0.390 000
0.175 338
0.125 044
0.427 350
0.316412
0.121 309
0.099 009
0.207 365
0.082 145
0.162 327
0.113016
0.236 518
0.090 000
0.390 000
0.133 259
0.180 008
0.195 216
0.912 600
0.104 690
0.112 071
0.133 465

(s, Isb)
(Qa Na)
(Sa Qb)
(P*. P:)
(P*. P*b)
(s, r. 'Is, )
(Sb ra ' RSara 'ISb)—
(Sb ra 'ISa&
(Sa ra sa)
(sb r.' s.)

2(s. S'/axs s.)
2(s, 8'/Bx' sb)

(sb r 'Isb)
(Qa ra Na)
(Qa ra Sb)
(Qa X Na)
(Q x Nb)

2(0. s'/Bx' I,)
2(eo 8'/82 ub&

(m r'I, )
(e, r' eb)
(Qa ra I@a)
(ub r ' —Rs,r, 'I~b)
(nb r-'Iu

&

(mb x'r 'Is )-
(eb r.-'I»)
(s. x'r 'Is.)
(s, 8r 'sb)
(sb x'r, -' sb)
(QaXra Sa)
(NaXra Sb)
(s x'r 'rb ' sb)
(sb x'r. 'rb 'sb&--
(s, x'r 4rb ' sb)
(.b x2. 8rb 2.,)
(ua Xra brb ' Qb)
(ub x'r.-'rb-' Nb)
(I x'r 4rb ' Nb)
(~b x'r.-'rb ' Nb)
(u x'r 's, )
(ub x'r -' sb)
(u, x'r ' sb)
(Nbx'r 's)
(Na X'ra ' Sa)
(ub x'r 'rb 'Isb)

(~b x'r. 'rb-iIs. )

2. Calculations with Wang's Function

In this subsection we take 0'p as the following
function:

+p=(2+»') '(s.(1)»(2)+»(1)s.(2)),
'= &s. (sb&;

s.=(Ps/~) exp( —Pr.) P=1.17. (80)

Also in this case Eq. (50) is valid so that we are
concerned only with the first term of Qp and with Qi.
It is profitable to make use of integrals that were
defined and evaluated in previous work. ' Ke have
recalculated all required integrals and corrected some of
them together with some additional integrals that were
not calculated previously; they are all de6ned and
reported in Table II.

From Eqs. (33) and (80) we find that now

Qp=(3xp/H)(1+6) P(I4+BIb
—hh, b')(ll, '+H„')+2(A„'+hb, ,b')H, 'j' (81)
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ol
H'Qo= 5.13579(H,'+H„')+4.57066H,o. (82)

E—E0= 1.529 a.u. and also that

H'Qi= 0.14174(H,'+H '). (93)

3R'(H, '+H„') I8- AIg
e.=

" (1-~)+'
4H'(1+ LB) E—E

(90)

The critical point of the calculation is again finding a
reliable estimate for E. Following the procedure of
Subsection IV.1, we will again define an energy Ej from

(Ei—Ei)-' Zb (Go

t'ai

—i1o l +b&(+b I
Ai —~o I Gp&

=pb (&b—Ei) '(Golgi —Apl+. &

x(~.i&i—~.lGo&, (»)

For a calculation of Qi it is profitable to write

+o= o {f.(1)fb(2)+fb(1)f.(2))+o
+p{f.(1)fb(2)—fb(1)f.(2))Go,

Gp= (2+26') '{s,(1)sb(2)—sb(1)s, (2)), (83)

and to observe that

Kp—Epl+p&=-', {f,(1)fb(2) —fb(1)f,(2)}
x(~,-E,)IG.&. (84)

For our purpose we may replace Eqs. (83) and (84) by

4o ——+p+i(ni —no)Gp,

Ro—Eo
l
+o)=i (ni no)—(3lo—Eo)Go, (85)

l compare with Eq. (58)g, so that

H'gog = (Gpl (ni —no)'(Xp —Eo) l Go&

—Pb (Eb—Eo) (+b l (ni no) (~o Eo)
l Go&

X(+b*
l (ni —no) (~o—Eo) l

Go*&. (86)

By means of a procedure analogous with Subsection
IV.1, one finds

H'xpgi= (Gpl (Ai —Ao) (ni —no)
l
Go)

+Z. (Eb—&o) '(Golgi —
Aplomb&

x(~blA, —A, lGo& (s7)

l compare with Eq. (60)j. Again we define an average
excitation energy E—E0 by means of

(E—Eo) 'Zb(GoIA —& I+ &(+.IA —~ IGo)

=P, (E.—E,)-'(G, lA, —A, le, &

x(e, lA, —A, lG,). (ss)

This definition is meaningful as all terms of the series
have the same sign. As a consequence

H'xpgi ——(Go l (Ai—Ao) (ni —no) l Go&

+ (E Ep) (Gpl (Ai A2) l Go& (89)
or

@o——(2A, '+26.bo)
—'*{e.(1)

orb�(2)+
ebb�(1)

ob. (2)),
Na = sa+ bpza,

Nb sb bPzb z

s,= (po/m)* exp( —pr, ),
Pza= SaSa Pzb= Sbsb and Cyci. )

P=1.17 b=0.10, (96)

where the positive s axis points from nucleus u to
nucleus b.

Now we have an additional complication since
3'.i l

4'o& is not equal to zero. Instead we have

ac,
l 4o& = —(ea/2nom~)bLH„{ p..(1)N, (2)

—p.b(1)N. (2)+p-(2)»(1)—p*b(2)N-(1))
—H {p„(1)Ib(2) —pob(1) N, (2)+p„(2)Nb(1)

p b(2)&.(1))3 (97)

so that now we have to calculate Qo and the second
term of Qp. Fortunately it appears that the function of
Eq. (97) may be taken as a linear combination of the
eigenfunctions of the lowest antibonding m state in our
model, so that only one term of the infinite series in Qo
is different from zero. It thus follows easily that

0 0 0 ~

Hogo'=3(~ o+& bo) '((& J'i+& bIo & I4-
—A, bIb) (H,'+H„')+2(A„J4+d,bJo)H, ' j,

Hogp" —(6„'+h,bo) '(DE)——'b'(A„h„'
—~.,~.,') (H.'+H„), (98)

Combination of Eq. (82) and (93) gives

=xp=5.27753xp', g =4.57066gp', g=5.04191go. (94)

The contribution of Qi to the susceptibility is 1.9%
of the total effect.

Also in this case we calculate p', namely the first
term of Eq. (13) with the origin of r; as the center of
gravity of the molecule:

y = 2xp(1 —LV) LI4+AIb+ b (1 LV)E j (95)

It follows that y'=5, 29949g0 and that p„', which is the
difference of g' and g, is p„'=0.25758y0.

3. Calcu1ations with Rosen's Function

In this section we substitute for +0 a function that
was first proposed by Rosen":

and make use of the approximate equality

(1—~')+ (Ei—Ei) '(Io—&Io)=0, (92)

where hE is the energy difference between the lowest
antibonding m. state and the ground state. Ke will follow
Herzberg" in taking DE=0.504 a.u. ; then

where Ej, is the energy of the lowest antibonding o- state.
It follows from Eq. (92) that Ei Ei= 1.119 and if we-
take again E Ep= (Ei—Ei)+(Ei—E—p) we find that

H'Qp'= 5.26869 (H,'+H„')+4.60725H o,

H'Qo" = —0.01073(Ha'+H '). (99)
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The contribution Qi may be computed according to are those that belong to the lowest antibonding zr

the method outlined in Subsections 1 and 2. The orbital. The numerical value is
result is

H'Qz ———0.16010(H '+H '). (108)
3R'(H, '+H „')

4H'(6, '+A, oz)

The final result is obtained by taking Eqs. (99),
(102), and (108) together:

d„J —h, oJ— x =xy =5.18888gp ', y, =4.60725xp,'' )+ — (10") = 4.99500 o. (109)
~0

In order to determine p„' we calculate x', the erst
n order to estimate E Eo we—first calculate Ei El t—erm of the right hand side of Fq (13) with the center

of mass of the molecule as the origin of r;:
(5, ' d„o')+(Ei——Ei) '(A„Jp—h, oJz) =0, (101)

which yields E~—EI= 1.249 a.u. Consequently we take
E Eo= 1.6—59 a.u. (see Subsection 1), so that

H'Qi=0. 09102(H '+H ') (102)

In order to calculate Qz we make use of the following
expression:

xpHzQo= (i(ni —nz) Gp
I

ioei—
I
+p&

+(+p I z(ai nz) (—zaei) I Go&

-Z. (E.-E.)-'L&~.l-'~ l~.&*

X(+i [i(col Q2) (Ko Eo)
I Gp&+(4g I

—i3Ci[% o)

X (+a
I
i(ni —nz) (Xo—Eo) I Gp)*j, (103)

where

Gp ——(2A '+25 o') ** LN(1) zz(o2) No(1—)zz, (2)5,

K,= (eh/2apmc)H M,

M, =P; (y„(B/Bs;) s„(B—/By; )) and cycl. , (104)

and where q denotes the nucleus belonging to the atomic
orbital upon which the operator works. These expres-
sions were also used in obta, ining Eq. (97).

Ke may transform Eq. (103) into

+pH Q2 (Go I
(iri ~rz)~1 [+0)+(+of (iri cz2)~1

I Go)

+Z. C&G. I

—.I+.&(+.Ix I+o&

+«oI — I+.)*&+.l~ I+.&*)

-Z, (E.-Eo)- DGo I
j1,-i1z

I
~,&&~, [3'-,

I ~o&

+(Gp I
j1i F2 f

+.&*&+.
I &i

I
+o&*j, (105)

01

H xoQ2 (Go*
I (iii —iiz)&i [+o*&+(+oI (czi —ap)~i I +p&

—&o (E~—Eo) 'f&Gpl~i —j1zl+o&&+~l~il+o&

+ &Go*I~,—~, le&*&(+&*[X,
I
~p*&j. (106)

This may be reduced to

6Rb (H,'+H„')

Hz(a..zya. ;)

x'= 2xp(~-'+~. o') '(~-Jp+~.oJo) (110)

or y'=5.06516X0. The rotational dipole is found as the
difference of y' and x. p,„'=0.07016g0.

V. CALCULATIONS OF e WITH GIAO

In this section we discuss the calculation of the
magnetic proton shielding constant cr of the hydrogen
molecule. In particular we consider the evaluation of
the quantity I'i of Eq. (35), which was omitted in
previous work. '' Again we consider the three cases
where 0'0 is approximated by Coulson's function, " by
Wang's function, ' and by Rosen's function. "

1. Calculations with Coulson's Function

If we substitute in Eq. (35) Coulson's function for
4'p, as defined in Eqs. (45) and (46), both quantities
J'0 and J'& may be expressed in terms of one-electron
integrals. The calculation of P0 yields

Pp ——(1+5) '(Ii'+Is'+2Iz') = 1.53841. (111)

For a calculation of P~ it is convenient to define the
one-electron operator

eA 1 f B B)«, i'(j)= — z*l y.,
mc r.,' 5 Bs; Byji

( B B )
+zzyl say &aj

Bx; as)

(+j *I ~.i —y.i I
(112)

By; Bx,i

We may then write

jzH~oI'i= —2 Pi (pi —po) '[(yofz~o, i'fgo)*

X(4o I

«' —
op [ $o&+ (Qo [ z~o, i'

I 4o&

Xyg, [«'—op[ yp& g. (113)

X & & ' — (L46. Loh a), (107)—
dE

since the only il i, that need to be considered in Eq. (106)

It is useful to note that

«, i'(j)yp(j) = (2+2S) '*0;ho(j),

0;= (qReh/mc)r. , 'rb, '(jz„,x; jz,y;),
— —(114)
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which permits us to write Eq. (113) as

pHopP, -= —V2(1+5)—'* pb (ob —pp)
—

'C&yb
I

0
I

hb&

X (@b I
n (Geo —

op) I go)+ &q4 I
+

I
lb b)

X&.ln(~o' —«) lgo&7, (115)

available procedure to estimate e—ep is to use a method
similar to Eqs. (70)—(72), that is to make use of

(M, —M, )—q (p,—pg) '(Mb' —Mo') =0,
(120)

6—6p —61

ol

@He'oP&= ~2(1+5) 'j2(goin~I hb)
—pb (ob o—o) 'C&go

I
h

I yb&&yb I

fl
I
hb&

+&go I
~ I4.*&&O.*I~

I
I b) 7).

If we define an energy ~—ep by

(o—«)-'Eb c&gol&lob&&obl~lhb&

+ &go I &
I
4.*&&@.*l~

I hb&7

=gb (ob —po) 'c&gol~l&b&&AI~I7b&

+&go I
&

I e.*&&@.-*If' I »&7,

then we can transform Eq. (116) into

pHnoPx= —2&2(1+5) *c(go
I

nfl
I hb)-(-- .)-'&g. i~~lb )7,

or

Pg —qR'(1+S)——'

XC(Mx' —Mp') —q(c—po) '(Mb' —Mo') 7.

(117)

(118)

We find then that ci—e~ ——6.366 a.u. , 6—6p
——6.776 a.u. ,

and P~ = —0.00190.
The total value is 0-= 1.536510-p.
This result may be taken as a basis for a calculation

of B,', the rotational magnetic field at the position of
proton a. We calculate tT', that is the first term of the
second equation (13) taking the origin of each r, as
proton a:

(r' (1+=5) '(Ii +2Ip +Iio')o o (122)

or 0.'=1.81578o-p. H„' is then found as the difference
(119) of o.' and o. .'H, '=0.27927o.p.

where Ey—6p is the excitation energy from the ground
state to the lowest anti-bonding cr state and where ~~

is defined by

(116) (o —p ) ' Zb C&gol~l@b&&4. I~I @b&

+&go I
~

I
+b*)&&b*l ~

I hb&7

=Z. ( — )-'C&gol~le )Q. l~ll@ &

+&go l~14b*&&&*I~
I @b&7 (121)

At this point we are faced with a similar problem to
that involved in evaluating Eq. (67), namely how to
make a reliable estimate for e—ep. Now the situation
is even worse because the terms of the infinite series
of Eq. (65) all had the same sign, whereas this is not
necessarily true for Eq. (117). Consequently we may
argue that from a mathematical viewpoint, Eq. (117)
determines a value e, but that from a physical view-
point this is not a meaningful quantity. The only

P p (1+)V) '(I——g+Ip+2AIp)

or I'p ——1.48348.
The contribution I'& is given by

(123)

2. Calculations with Wang's Function

If we substitute Wang's function as defined by
Eq. (80) into Eq. (35), the calculation of 0 is very
similar to that of the preceding subsection. We obtain

IJHooPz= —(2+2& ) ' Pb (Eb—Eo) 'C&+b*l (ns —np)(Xo —Eo) IGo)&+blQ2 ls. (1)sb(2))
+&+b*l (ni —np) (Ro—Eo) I Go&&+b I

0&'I sb(1)s (2)&+&4b
I
(ni np) (X—o—Eo) I

Go)&@b*lQo'I s, (1)sb(2))
+&+b

I
(ni —no) (&o—Eo)

I
Go&&+b*

I

Q~'
I sb(1)s, (2))7, (124)

where

0,'= (PRehirrbc)r. , 'rb: (IJ, s IJ, y, )

Equation (124) may be transformed into

@Ho pPy = ~2 (1+LB) *C&Gp
I
ny —np

I
Qp's (1)sb (2)

+Qg sb(1)s, (2))—pb (Eb—Eo)
—'

x&GolAi —Aplomb&&+bIQo's (1)sb(2)
+0&'sb(1)s, (2)&7,

which may be reduced to

pRp p(Mo —aMb)-
Pg= (Mp —AMi)—

1+do E jVp

(126)

(127)

(M,—AM, )—P(E,—E,)—'(M, —6Mb) =0, (129)

where E& is defined by

(Ei—K)-'Zb &Golgi —&pl+.&

X &+b I
Qo's, (1)sb(2)+0&'sb(1) s, (2)

=P, (E,.—E,) '&G, l~,—~, le, )
X &4'b

I
flo's, (1)sb(2)+Q~'sb(1) s, (2)&, (130)

if E—Ep is defined by

(»5) (E—Eo) ' Zb &Gol~~ —~pleb&

X&+b I
Qp's, (1)sb(2)+Q~'sb(1) s, (2)&

=pb (E/, Ep) &GplA],

Aplomb)—

X&%'blQp's, (1)sb(2)+Bi'sb(1)s, (2)). (128)

If we make use of the relation
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for a calculation of E~—E-i, the result is E~—Ei
= —4.482 a.u. This is a peculiar value from a physical
point of view, but we argued already that no actual
physical meaning may be attributed to energy values
that are defined by a series as in Eq. (130) unless the
terms of the series all have the same sign, which is
clearly not the case here. Apparently the series on the
left-hand side of Eq. (130) contains terms that have the
same sign as the sum of the series and also terms that
have opposite sign. If every term is divided by the
corresponding energy, as in the right-hand side of Eq.
(130), it is possible that the values of the former terms
are decreased with respect to the latter and if this
effect is large enough Ej—E& may become negative.
From this reasoning it should follow that this effect
diminishes if E& is replaced by Ep. We therefore suggest
taking E Ep = (E—i—Ei)—(Ei—Ep) = —4.892 a.u. This
supplies a very crude estimate for E—Ep, but since both
M3—~M& and M6 —AM5 are very small we need not
worry about the approximations in deriving the value
of E Ep. Substi—tution into Eq. (129) gives Pi ——0.00132
and 0 = 1.48480g p.

In order to determine II„' we first evaluate 0-'.

which yields p.'= 1.79151o.o. Consequently H„' i's found
as the difference of o-' and 0-. II,'=0.30671.

3. Calculations with Rosen's Function

In calculating o from Eq. (35) by substituting
Rosen's function, as defined by Eq. (96), we encounter
more difhculties than in Subsections 1 and 2 because
various terms that could be omitted there are now
diferent from zero.

In calculating Pp, the first two terms may be taken
together. If we call their sum Pp', then

Pp' (6„——'+A, o') '
X{ho~(K$+Ko)+26.oKo 2bRK—4} (132)

or Pp' ——1.48371.
In order to calculate the infinite series occurring in

Pp, let us observe that

~i,ol+o&= (»-'+».o') '(eIi/2mc)b[(H. xl H*yl)
X{s,(1)uo(2) —so(1)u, (2)}—(H,, x, H,y,)—

X{u,(1)so(2)—uo(1)s, (2)}], (133)
a'= (1+6') '(Ii+2&lo+Iio), (131) and also that

Kp i l 4p& = (2D +26 o ) '*(ek/mc) [br, i '(u„xi—p,y,){s,(1)uo (2)—so(1)u, (2)} br, o '(p, „xo—p,yo)—
X{u,(1)so(2)—uo(1)s (2)}+PRr o 'rbo '(u, xo—p„yo)u, (1)uo(2)

+PRr, i 'r» '(p„xi—p,yi)uo(1)u, (2)]. (134)

Consequently the contribution Pp" of the infinite series
to Pp becomes

Po"———(6..'+A.oo)
—'(AE)—'

X[b'{A„(Li+Lo)—2A oLo}
bPR{A„—N p A.oNo}]—, (135)

where the value 0.504 may be substituted for AE
(compare Sec. IV. 3). It follows that Pp"= —0.00272
and that Pp= 1.48099.

In order to calculate P~ we observe that

IJHooP = —Q (Eg Eo) '{&eo—liSC
—

ol+o&*

X&+a l
i(~i—~o) (~o—Eo)

l
Go&+&+o

l
i~o, il +o&

X&+,
l
i(~,—~,) (Xo—Eo)

l
Go)*] (136)

where Gp is given by Eq. (83). If we substitute Eq. (134),
it seems profitable to write P~ as a sum of two terms,
Pl and P1

Pi' ———bR(h„'+A, oo) '
X[{a..(Ni+N, )—S.o(N, +N4) }—{8..(No+No) A.b(Np+No) }(E'——Ep) ']

PP =PR'(6, '+A, oo) '[(A„Mo A,oMy)—
—(A..Mio —A.oMo) (E"—Eo) '], (137)

where E' and A" are average excitation energies
pertaining to Pj' and P&", respectively. In order to
estimate the values of E' and E" we make use of the

E'—Eo= (Ei'—Ei)+ (Ei—Eo)

Eo- (Ei"—Ei)+ (Ei—Ep)
(139)

so that E'—Ep 3.963 a.u. and E"—E——p=7.778 a.u.
It follows that P~'= —0.00209, P~"= —0.00093 and
~= 1.477970.p.

For a calculation of H„' we first determine 0.".
o.'= (6„2+6 b') '

X (A..Ki+A, .Ko+2h, oKo). (140)

It follows that cr'= 1.809080.p and also that
II„'=(r' —0 =0.33111.

VI. DISCUSSION

In Tables III and IV are collected various theoretical
results for x, p„', 0-, and H„' together with the experi-

method proposed in Sec. IV.1: First we notice that

{A..(Ni+No) —5 o(No+N4)}
(No+No) —A, o(Np+No)} (Ei' —Ei) '=0,

(A„Mo A, bM7) —(A„—Mip —6 oMp)

X (E,"—Ei)—'=0, (138)

which yields Ei' —Ei= 3.5532 a.u. and Ei"—Ei= 7.3679
a.u. It is assumed then that E' and E" may be ob-
tained from
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TAsr, z III. Theoretical values of magnetic susceptibilities
and rotational magnetic moments.

5.1953
5.2775
5.1889
5.21
5.48

4.4218
4.5707
4.6072
4.42
4.61

4.9375
5.0419
4.9950
4.95
5.19
5.1348
5.30

~ ~ ~

5.00

0.1481
0.2576
0.0702
0.18
0.21
0.1902
0.64
0.085
0.096
0.1068

Wave function

Coulson
Wanga
Rosen'
Coulsonb
Wangb
James-Coolidge'
Wang~
Coulson'
Nordsieck'
Experimental

a This paper, GIAO method.
b Obtained by means of a variational procedure where the trial function

contains terms proportional to the magnetic field. See Tillieu and Guy,
references 14 and 15.

'A very complete variational calculation with a James-coolidge type
wave function, expanded in elliptical coordinates and containing the
magnetic field. See Ishiguro and Koide, reference 12.

& The original calculation of Van Vleck and Miss Frank, reference 18,
where the center of the molecule is taken as the origin of the vector potential.

e See reference 27.
& See reference 28.

mental values as far as they are known (all expressed
in terms of Xa or O.p).

If an attempt is made to classify the merits of the
various methods by comparing their results with the
experimental data, one is hampered by the lack of
accuracy in the experimental values, for example the
reported x values vary between 4.97xp and 5.05xp.
The experimental value of p, „' seems to be known with
similar accuracy. An experimental result of 0 is not
available, but II„' is known to within a few percent.

Considering Table III erst, we are tempted to
believe that the most reliable value of y is supplied by
the calculation of Ishiguro and Koide" because a very
accurate wave function was used, but the numerical
results do not seem to justify this idea. This calculation
has also a more essential disadvantage, namely that the
method cannot easily be extended to molecules larger
than hydrogen. A convenient method of calculating z is
the one proposed by Tillieu and Guy. '4 "The only ob-
jection one might have against their calculation is that
it is hard to estimate which errors are introduced by
employing the variational trial function proportional
to H. The accuracy of the theoretical results seem to be
satisfactory. It seems that the best agreement with the
experimental value is obtained by our present calcu-
lation from Wang's and Rosen's functions, but this is
probably fortuitous; considering the approximations in
the wave functions we would not expect the theoretical
results to be more accurate than 1% or 2/o. Also, the
result for p„' obtained from Wang's function difFers

considerably from the experimental value.
The results for o. and B„' may be discussed in a

similar fashion. The most reliable value of 0. is probably
the one derived by Ramsay from a semi-empirical
argument. Our results agree satisfactorily with this
value, also the difFerence between the value of Ishiguro
and Koide and ours is not large.

If we compare the GIAO method for calculating 0-

1.5365
1.4848
1.4780
1.510

~ ~ ~

1.5526

0.2793
0.3067
0.3311
0.315
0.299
0.276
0.293
0.328
0.315

Wave function

Coulson'
Wang'
Rosen'
Nord sieckb
Coulson'
Wang'
Nord sieck'
James-Coolidge
Experimental

a This paper, GIAO method.
b Ramsay's semi-empirical determination of 0, see references 2 and 20.
& Das and Bersohn's calculation, analogous with Tillieu and Guy's

method of computing x, see reference 16.
& See reference 12.

"The following argument was supplied by D. Polder (private
communication).

with Eq. (13) and also with Rebane's variational prin-
ciple, it is easy to see what the advantages of the GIAO

. method are; it constitutes a convenient simple approxi-
mation to Rebane's Eq. (23). For spherically symmetric
atomic orbitals we have an exact solution of Eq. (23),
and if the atomic orbitals contain angular terms, we
have at least an approximate solution of Eq. (13). In
the latter case it might be possible also to obtain an
exact solution of Eq. (23) but the resulting gauge
factors would be much more complicated and it would
be more difhcult to apply the method. The present
GIAO method thus forms a compromise between simple
gauge factors and as accurate as possible a solution of
Eq. (23). A disadvantage is that now we have to
consider the terms Qi and Q~, but it seems that these
terms are smaller than the infinite series in Eq. (13)
and that it is also easier to evaluate them.

From an analogous physical argument, in the case of
angular dependence of the atomic orbitals, the GIAO
method supplies us with a satisfactory but not the best
possible choice of gauge. ".Instead of an electron in a 1s
orbital, we consider a harmonic oscillator. Clearly the
best possible choice of origin of the vector potential is
the center of the 1s orbital in the first case and the
equilibrium position of the harmonic oscillator in the
second case. If we add a homogeneous electric field
to the potential function we obtain a new harmonic
oscillator with a displaced equilibrium position; clearly
this new equilibrium position is to be taken as the
origin of the vector potential now. In a similar fashion
one may argue that for an electron occupying an
asymmetric atomic orbital the origin of the vector
potential should not be taken as the nucleus belonging
to the atomic orbital but slightly toward the center of
mass of the electronic charge cloud. However, our
gauge factors still are a good approximation to the best
possible gauge factors and as long as we calculate all
infinite series in Eq. (33) we should still get the correct
result.

The GIAO method is less satisfactory for calculations
of 0- than for calculations of y, because in general the

TABS.z IV. Theoretical values of 0 and H, '.
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term that we called Xp i~4p) in Eq. (34) is not zero.
One might attempt to improve the theory by adding
gauge factors containing p to the atomic orbitals, but
we have been unable to find a simple gauge factor that
would make BCe, i~+p) at least approximately zero.
Again, this should not, aGect the results as long as we
calculate all infinite series in Eq. (35).

The present method would be relatively simple if
it would be permissible to neglect Qi, Q2, and I'i, a
procedure that has been followed in previous work. ' ' "
The results obtained in this fashion for the molecules
H2, N2, and CH4 seem to be satisfactory and also from
the present calculations it seems that the contributions
of Qi, Q2, and I'& to x and o are small for the hydrogen
molecule, but it still remains to be investigated for some
diferent molecules how large these contributions are
before one may make any predictions as to whether
they may be neglected. It is suspected that in a previous
calculation on the proton magnetic resonance shift
due to hydrogen bonding in ammonia, '5 the omission of
P& may have had serious consequences and may be
responsible for some unrealistic results that followed
from the theory.

The most unsatisfactory part of the present calcu-
lation is connected with the estimates of the various
average excitation energies in Secs. IV and V. The

"H. F. Hameka, Physica 25, 626 (1959).
"H. F. Hameka, Nuovo cimento 11, 382 (1959).

least we can say in favor of the procedure that was
followed in obtaining these estimates is that it seems to
give reasonable results, that it has some logical founda-
tion, and that it seems more reliable than any alter-
native procedure we could think of.

I.et us finally set out to answer the essential question
one may ask: Given an exact ground-state wave function
of a molecule, is it possible to obtain the exact values
of x and cr with the GIAO method? The answer would be
yes if we knew the exact values of the average excitation
energies to be substituted, but since this is not the case
we cannot answer in the afFirmative. However, it seems
that the deviations that are introduced by this un-
certainty are of the same order of magnitude or smaller
than the approximations in the molecular wave func-
tions that are known at present.
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